Spelling Progression for the Federation
Spelling enables us to become more effective writers. Put simply, the less thought we must put into spelling, the more thought we can put into what
is written. Our school aims to support the development and skill set of the children as spellers from an early age.
Progression in Teaching and Learning.
Learning to spell is a complicated skill and is not just learning lists of words. It is a developmental process of learning to apply different strategies
appropriately (see appendix). In every year in our school the children learn both the skills and spelling rules in discrete lessons. The skills learnt are
reinforced and applied across all areas of the curriculum.
In Reception and Year 1 the children have discrete phonics lessons where they are initially introduced to Phases One and Two of the Letters and
Sounds scheme using the Jolly Phonics approach of actions and songs. Each letter has an action to help the children remember the sound the letter
makes. Using the individual sounds the children develop their skills to spell by blending and segmenting words (e.g. cat, brush). These words will be
used in sentences to develop the children’s understanding of grammar and meaning. The children follow the Letters and Sounds scheme which
continues to Phase Six enabling children to competently pass the national Phonics Screen Test at the end of year 1. Common words or High Frequency
Words are focused on and embedded within every lesson. Children are tested on their words frequently but informally by their teacher.
Years 2, 3 and 4 will build upon these skills by following the No Nonsense Spelling scheme which will take them through to Y6. This involves
investigations into spelling patterns and rules (i.e. prefixes, suffixes, plurals). The children have daily spelling sessions plus weekly discrete SPaG
(Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) lessons. Objectives are then reinforced and embedded through all other written work. Rules are applied in
context within sentences verbally and in written form. High Frequency Words are also explored within spelling sessions, and as a priority within all
classwork to ensure correct spellings are used. Each time a new spelling objective or group of words is explored examples are sent home for children
to share with their parents and to look out for during home reading time. Informal tests are carried out at the end of a unit of teaching by teachers
in order to assess and review children’s knowledge. The expectation is that children at the end of Y4 can spell all the words on the Y3/4 spelling list.
Years 5 and 6 have discrete SPaG lessons. High Frequency Words are explored within these sessions and as a priority within all class lessons to
ensure correct spellings are used. These words are sent home weekly for the children to learn and practise prior to tests within spelling lessons.
Spelling rules are applied verbally and in written form. The correct use of grammar and punctuation is discussed and reinforced. All skills are

incorporated across all written subjects in the curriculum and national end of Y6 tests include the expectation that children can spell all the words
on the Y5/6 spelling list.

